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Abstract

Recently the global impurity migration code WallDYN was coupled to the 3D edge transport code EMC3-Eirene

in order to make WallDYN applicable to 3D, non-toroidally symmetric, geometries. As part of the coupling a new

impurity transport module was implemented which, in contrast to the existing impurity module, takes the inertia of

the impurity into account, making it more suitable for heavy impurities like W. This new ”kinetic” impurity transport

module uses the same physics as the 2D trace impurity transport code DIVIMP and therefore, to check the correctness

of the implementation, a code/code benchmark was performed comparing the transport of Be- and W-impurities in

EMC3 and DIVIMP. The comparison was performed for a toroidally symmetric plasma that could be handled both by

EMC3 and DIVIMP. Both codes were setup such that they would treat the transport of the impurities as similar as

possible. Then the re-distribution of Be and W launched from different positions around the poloidal circumference of

the first wall was calculated in both codes. To compare the resulting material re-distribution data (≡ Ri,j) and judge

the significance of any differences, Ri,j was used in WallDYN calculations which model the evolution of the first wall due

to erosion, deposition, re-erosion and re-deposition. These WallDYN calculations, performed using the Ri,j from EMC3

or DIVIMP, showed the same major erosion and deposition areas and it can therefore be concluded that the new kinetic

impurity transport module is implemented correctly and now allows to make DIVIMP like transport calculations using

EMC3 in 3D.

1. Introduction

During the interaction of the scrape off layer (SOL)

plasma with the first wall components, material is eroded

by sputter or chemical erosion and enters the plasma as

an impurity species. The migration of these impurities

in the plasma and their re-deposition to form layers are

a challenge for long term plasma operation: Firstly, dur-

ing the growth of these layers large amounts of hydrogen

species (H) can be retained in these layers via co-deposition

[1]. Secondly due to growth under energetic particle bom-

bardment, these layers are under large mechanical stresses,
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making them prone to delamination. If such a layer frac-

tures and enters the plasma the subsequent radiative en-

ergy loss can potentially disrupt the discharge. Therefore,

making predictions on material erosion, migration in the

plasma and the location of re-deposition, where layers may

form, is a key information for planning the operation of fu-

ture fusion devices like ITER.

In previous studies the global impurity migration code

WallDYN [2, 3] has been used to interpret Be layer for-

mation in the JET-ILW campaign and make predictions

for ITER.

WallDYN is a wall dynamics code that computes the time

evolution of the first wall composition, the resulting evolu-

tion of the first wall erosion and self-consistently computes
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the resulting changes in the impurity influxes onto the wall.

It maintains a global material balance and allows to deter-

mine the changes in the impurity influxes into the plasma

due to layer deposition. To do that WallDYN requires in-

formation from edge transport codes on how eroded mate-

rial is re-distributed by the plasma: If material is launched

from location i on the wall, what is the first location j on

the wall it impinges on and at which charge state Z does

the impact occur. This is the redistribution matrix Ri,j for

charge state Z. In addition, the edge transport codes have

to provide the wall plasma parameters (fluxes and temper-

atures) to derive the poloidal, and for 3D cases toroidal,

distribution of material erosion. For further details the

reader is referred to [2, 3]. Thus WallDYN can be thought

of as a post processor for trace impurity transport calcula-

tions that handles the complex chain of multiple impurity

transport steps: erosion, deposition/reflection, re-erosion

and re-deposition

Up to now WallDYN used the 2D trace impurity transport

code DIVIMP [4] to model the migration of impurities

in the SOL and was thus limited to quasi 2D toroidally

symmetric cases. To improve the predictions by includ-

ing shadowed areas (e.g. poloidal limiters) a 3D model of

the scrape off layer and 3D impurity transport is needed.

Therefore WallDYN has been coupled [5] to the 3D edge

transport code EMC3 [6]-Eirene [7] (≡ WallDYN3D). As

part of this effort a new trace impurity transport mod-

ule was implemented [5] in EMC3 that mimics the trans-

port model in DIVIMP. As was shown in [5] this new

model should be better suited to simulate the transport

of heavy impurities like W, since it includes the influ-

ence of the particle’s inertia on transport. In order to test

the new transport model, trace impurity transport simula-

tions were performed for the same 2D, toroidally symmet-

ric ITER plasma scenario using DIVIMP & EMC3-Eirene.

Since the 2D background plasma solution used in DIVIMP

is based on SOLPS4.3 [8] and the 3D solution was calcu-

lated by EMC3-Eirene [9], the background parameters do

not match perfectly in the 2D and 3D cases. In particular

the background flow pattern was different in several loca-

tions. The temperature and density matched quite well

in the upstream regions but at the target region, proba-

bly due to the lack of detachment physics in EMC3, the

plasma temperatures are much higher in EMC3 than in the

2D SOLPS based solution. Still the resulting material re-

distribution data (≡ Ri,j) shows the same major features.

An even better match is achieved if the the 2D plasma

is mapped onto the 3D grid resulting in virtually identi-

cal background plasmas in 2D and 3D. For the Ri,j based

on this ”mapped” background plasma, WallDYN calcula-

tions were performed. Comparing these calculations, dif-

fering only in the Ri,j data taken either from DIVIMP or

EMC3, showed that in both cases the erosion and deposi-

tion patterns matched. It can therefore be concluded that

the new kinetic impurity transport module is implemented

correctly and now allows to make DIVIMP like transport

calculations in EMC3 in 3D.

2. Comparing background plasma solutions

In order to compare the two codes two plasma solu-

tions, one in 2D and one in 3D, are needed. To select

a plasma background that is available both for EMC3

and DIVIMP the database of ITER plasma solutions was

searched. Thereby the details of the plasma solution were

of no concern, they just had to be as identical as pos-

sible. The SOLPS H-mode case i-dib-0903-1514-00g has

been used for trace impurity studies in DIVIMP before

[10]. For these calculations the computational grid was

extended to reach all the way to wall, by applying the

”onion skin method” (OSM) approach in the gap between

the SOLPS grid and the wall, as outlined in [8]. The same

case was modelled in 3D using EMC3-Eirene [9] with a

grid that is based on the same magnetic equilibrium and

is using the same toroidally symmetric first wall contour.

Fig 1 shows an overlay of both grids in the divertor re-

gion. The first wall contour is identical to the outer edge
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of the red DIVIMP grid. The EMC3 grid feature three

zones (blue SOL, green CORE, black PFZ) and extends

far beyond the first wall contour, these outer regions are

passed to EIRENE for neutral particle modelling while

solving the plasma solution. In toroidal direction the sim-

ulation domain spans 20◦ and the 3D grid has 17 steps

in toroidal direction. At the resulting toroidal boundary

cells, periodic boundary conditions are applied to model

the entire 360◦ circumference. Comparing the two grids,

the separatrix and X-point match perfectly but the dome

region is slightly different: In the DIVIMP grid the pump-

ing ducts below the divertor dome were resolved, whereas

in the EMC3 grid these features are missing. Therefore in

the impurity transport calculations these differing regions

in the grid and wall definition have to be excluded from

the comparison. However we consider this as a minor limi-

tation and therefore chose case i-dib-0903-1514-00g for the

code/code comparison.

It should be pointed out that no plasma background solu-

tions were generated as part of this work but we relied on

the plasma solutions and computational grids provided to

us by the original authors of [8] and [9].

1 m
Figure 1: Overlay of the 2D DIVIMP (red) with a single poloidal

plane of the 3D grid used in EMC3. The X-point and separatrix

location match but the divertor dome is slightly different in the 2D

grid.

To compare the plasma solution on the two grids, radial

rays are cast through the grids and the plasma parame-

ters (electron density ne, temperature Te and flow mach

number M) along the intersection with the grid cells are

recorded and are then compared vs. the distance along

the rays. In addition, the plasma parameters at the wall

contour are compared which, later in the WallDYN calcu-

lation, determine the impurity sources via erosion. In Fig

2 the location of the test rays is shown. As an example of

24

312

Figure 2: Location of the test rays used to probe the plasma param-

eters in the two solutions. In DIVIMP rays are cast radially through

the single poloidal plane whereas in EMC3 at each poloidal plane

(i.e. at each toroidal location) rays are cast radially and the values

of ne, Te and M in the intersected cells are recorded

the plasma comparison Fig. 3 and 4 show the ne, Te and

mach flow values along the rays labeled 24 and 312 in Fig

2 . The match between ne and Te is generally rather good.

In contrast the comparison of the background plasma flow

pattern shown in Fig 4 is generally not so good, while the

shape is generally similar the absolute values differ quite

significantly. The comparisons of the two plasma solutions

performed along the other rays in Fig. 2 show a similar
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level of consistency. Differences in the flow pattern are

Distance along ray (m)

Distance along ray (m)

Figure 3: Example of the ne, Te values along the ray labled 24 in

Fig. 2 in the EMC3 [9] and the DIVIMP plasma solution [8]. The

horzontal-axis is position of the grid cell centre along the length of

the intersecting ray

a problem for the code/code comparison of impurity mi-

gration, since the mach flow determines the friction force

between the impurities and the main plasma ions, which

is one of the dominating forces determining the impurity

transport (see [11] chapter 6.5). To compare the plasma

parameters at the wall obtained from the 2D SOLPS/OSM

plasma solution used in DIVIMP, with the values from the

3D plasma solution from EMC3-Eirene, the first wall was

subdivided into 51 wall elements as shown in Fig. 5. The

black solid line in Fig. 5 is the wall contour used in EMC3,

so it does not feature the pump ducts below the divertor

dome present in the DIVIMP wall contour. The differ-

ences can be seen in the insert in Fig. 5 which shows a

zoom into the divertor region. There the DIVIMP contour
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Figure 4: Example of the mach flow values along the rays labled 24

and 312 in Fig. 2 in the EMC3 [9] and the DIVIMP plasma solution

[8]. The horzontal-axis is position of the grid cell centre along the

length of the intersecting ray
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is depicted in red dashed lines. Therefore the plasma pa-

rameters and also the impurity migration results for wall

indices 29 to 31 and 36 to 39 cannot be directly compared

due to the different wall geometry.

For DIVIMP the wall plasma in the poloidal plane can

be obtained directly, whereas for EMC3-Eirene the val-

ues are first averaged along the toroidal direction. Since

the plasma is toroidally symmetric this toroidal averag-

ing merely reduces the monte-carlo noise (EMC3 uses a

monte-carlo method to solve the fluid equations [6]) and

does not lead to loss of generality.

Comparing the wall plasma solution in Fig. 6 shows
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Figure 5: The subdivision of the first wall in the poloidal plane.

For EMC3 the additional toroidal coordinate is projected into one

poloidal plane. Also shown is the DIVIMP dome wall contour with

the additional pump duct feature. The wall index numbers given are

0 based

large differences in the divertor region (wall indices 20 to

50). The reason being that EMC3 lacks the ability to

model detached plasmas, since it does not include recom-

bination processes of the majority plasma ions. Therefore

the EMC3 solution in the divertor is an attached solution,

resulting in much higher plasma temperatures. There are

also differences in the electron temperature at the low field

side of the main wall (wall indices 10 to 15). This is due

to the fact that the SOLPS solution does not reach all the

way to wall at these locations and the plasma there was de-

rived using the ”onion skin method” (OSM) approach [8]

assuming a weak decay of Te from the edge of the SOLPS

solution grid radially outward to the wall. In EMC3-Eirene

this gap to the wall does not exist and therefore no as-

sumptions on the radial fall off enter into the calculation

and the resulting Te value at the wall is part of the global

background plasma solution. In summary the plasma so-

Figure 6: Comparison of the main plasma parameters at the wall as

obtained from the SOLPS/OSM plasma solution used in DIVIMP

and the EMC3-Eirene result

lutions are rather similar taking into account the differ-

ent approaches used in the codes, in particular the sim-

plified plasma physics applied in EMC3-Eirene compared

to SOLPS. However for a code/code comparison on impu-

rity migration a better match in the background plasma is

desirable, in particular a better match of the flow pattern

is needed. To that end the SOLPS/OSM plasma solution

was mapped onto each poloidal plane in the 3D grid used in

EMC3. This mapping was performed by linearly interpo-

lating the plasma parameters positioned at the cell centres

(R,Z coordinates) of the 2D solution, at the location of

the 3D cell centers (R,Z,Φ) at each toroidal angle Φ in

the 3D grid. The resulting match of the plasma param-
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eters was checked in the same manner as above by cast-

ing radial rays and the match was perfect in all location.

The impurity migration calculations described in section

3 were then performed on both the ”Native” plasma so-

lutions (as computed by SOLPS/OSM and EMC3-Eirene

respectively) and on the so called ”Mapped” plasma so-

lutions (derived by mapping the 2D plasma onto the 3D

grid).

3. Impurity migration calculations

Based on the selected/generated plasma solutions, im-

purity transport calculations were performed using both

DIVIMP and EMC3. These calculations were performed

in trace limit i.e. there was no feedback of the resulting

impurity density on the plasma solution. From these calcu-

lations the required Ri,j data for W and Be impurities was

derived, which is needed to later perform a full WallDYN

calculation for the ITER first wall. The two codes were

setup such that they should apply the same physics model

for impurity transport and not to best mimic the con-

ditions in an ITER discharge. This is necessary since

not all features available in DIVIMP are also available in

EMC3. To that end prompt re-deposition was turned off

in DIVIMP and the impurities were set to be reflected at

the SOL/Core interface, thus confining transport to the

main SOL only. Of course the same ADAS data for ioni-

sation and recombination rate coefficients was used in both

codes.

As required to determine Ri,j , the impurities were

launched from each of the 51 wall elements shown in Fig.

5 in a separate calculation. For EMC3 the launch occurred

homogeneously along the toroidal direction thus assuming

toroidal symmetry as in DIVIMP. The particles were all

launched with the same angular distribution in both codes

and a fixed initial energy of 2 eV for Be and 4 eV for W

as expected from the Thomson Distribution of the energy

for physically sputtered particles with surface binding en-

ergies of Be: 3.2 eV and W: 8.86 eV. The particles are

launched as neutrals in both codes. In EMC3 the neutrals

follow a straight line until they’re ionised or impact on

another wall element. In addition DIVIMP also includes

momentum changing collisions for the neutrals with the

background ions. In these collisions the direction of the

velocity in deflected randomly by 90 degrees in 3D space.

In Fig. 7 the resulting neutral densities in front of the

source location are shown for the example of a launch of

W from the top of the machine (wall index 10). To be able

to compare the values on the different grids, Fig. 7 shows

a contour plot of the neutral density values located at the

R,Z cell centres, for DIVIMP from the single poloidal plane

and for EMC3 from all poloidal planes at the different Φ

values in toroidal direction. The match in the neutral den-

sity contours is good, with the highest densities close to

the upper left edge of the wall launch location. This match

is important, since this neutral density distribution is also

the source distribution of the ions that are then followed

in the rest of the migration calculation.

1E18

1E15

1E17

1E16

1E14

Figure 7: Example of the comparison of the neutral density in front

of the launch location at wall index 10 in Fig. 5

After ionisation the particles are transported in parallel
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along the field lines due to forces arising mainly from fric-

tion with the background plasma and by temperature gra-

dients (see also [11] chapter 6.5). This parallel transport

is implemented identically in DIVIMP and in the newly

implemented kinetic transport module in EMC3 [5]. The

impurities also migrate perpendicularly to the field lines

by diffusive steps with diffusion coefficient of 1 (m2 s−1).

In DIVIMP these diffusion steps only occur in radial direc-

tion whereas in EMC3, real 2D diffusion perpendicular to

the local magnetic field direction is computed. A further

difference between the codes is the sequence of events: In

DIVIMP a single time step for the ion transport consists of

first performing the perpendicular step, then the parallel

step and finally the particle charge state is updated based

on the respective rate coefficients for ionisation and recom-

bination at the grid location AFTER the parallel position

update is completed. In EMC3, in each time step, also the

particle first undergoes perpendicular transport, but the

parallel step is divided into sub-steps if the particle transi-

tions cell boundaries: The particle charge state is updated

based on the LOCAL values of the rate coefficients in the

current cell.

The parallel and perpendicular transport of the impurities

including changes in charge state due to further ionisation

or recombination steps is followed until the impurity is lost

to the wall. In DIVIMP the particle is deposited at the wall

location nearest to the last grid cell. In contrast in EMC3

the particle is terminated if it enters a cell that intersects a

wall component and this cell deposition is recorded. The

final deposition location on the first wall components is

then determined by a post processing step, where the cell

deposition information is projected along the field line onto

the wall component surfaces. This can shift the final de-

position location both poloidally and toroidally due to the

field line pitch angle. In both codes the wall deposition is

recorded in a charge state resolved manner. From this de-

position information the charge state resolved redistribu-

tion matrix Riz,i,j which denotes the fraction of impurities

launched from wall element i that end up on wall element

j at charge state iz. This matrix can then be compared to

obtain information about the differences in the transport

calculations in these two codes.

In Fig. 8 the charge state integrated matrix
∑

iz Riz,i,j

is shown for Be as computed by DIVIMP and EMC3 us-

ing either the EMC3-Eirene calculated background or the

SOLPS/OSM solution mapped onto the 3D grid.

a.)

b.)

c.)

Figure 8: Computed charge state integrated redistribution matrices

by a.) DIVMP b.) EMC3 with the EMC3-Eirene calculate back-

ground and c.) EMC3 with SOLPS/OSM solution mapped onto the

3D grid. The dotted areas mark the regions affected by the different

wall contour below the divertor dome

In all three types of calculations the main qualitative
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features are the same: A strong diagonal corresponding

to local re-deposition close to the point of origin. Also

the divertor entrance baffles (outer baffle at wall index 20

to 25 and the inner baffle 45 to 50) are main locations

of re-deposition. Looking at a more detailed level shows

differences in the re-distribution of Be launched from the

divertor dome baffle for case b.) and c.) in Fig. 8. For

the EMC3-Eirene based plasma solution b.) Be emanating

from the dome (wall index ≈ 34) predominately ends up

on the top of the outer baffle (wall index ≈ 20) whereas

for the SOLPS/OSM solution in a.) and its mapping onto

the 3D grid in c.) Be ends up below the inner strike point

(wall index ≈ 41). Generally case b.) results in more re-

deposition of Be launched from within the divertor volume

(wall indices 20 to 50) on the top of the baffles. This can be

attributed to the different temperatures and flow patterns

in the divertor in case b.) compared to case a.) and c.).

Generally, as expected, the mapped SOLPS/OSM solution

in case c.) best matches the DIVIMP solution in case a.).

None the less there are still differences between cases a.)

and c.) despite the essentially identical background plasma

solution. Looking at the charge state resolved Riz,i,j shows

that the discrepancies in
∑

iz Riz,i,j are mainly due to dif-

ferences in the higher charge states, an issue that becomes

even more apparent for W which quickly charges up to

ionisation states of ≈ 8+ and higher.

The comparison for W impurity transport is shown in

Fig. 9 and 10 where the differences in the redistribu-

tion matrix between DIVIMP and EMC3 with the mapped

SOLPS/OSM solution are compared for low and high

charge states. While the match in R+1,i,j for W+1 is quite

good, it becomes worse for higher charge states e.g. W+9.

For EMC3, high charge states are present at the inner

(wall index 40 to 50) and outer (wall index 20 to 24) di-

vertor baffle , whereas for DIVIMP this contribution is not

present. The difference in charge state evolution is likely

due to the different sequence of transport and charge state

change events during each time step as described above.

b.)

a.)

Figure 9: Computed charge state resolved redistribution matrix for

W+1 by a.) DIVMP b.) EMC3 with the SOLPS/OSM solution

mapped onto the 3D grid. The dotted areas mark the regions affected

by the different wall contour below the divertor dome
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a.)

b.)

Figure 10: Computed charge state resolved redistribution matrix

for W+9 a.) by DIVMP b.) EMC3 with the SOLPS/OSM solution

mapped onto the 3D grid. The dotted areas mark the regions affected

by the different wall contour below the divertor dome

4. WallDYN calculations

While a comparison of the
∑

iz Riz,i,j showed rather

similar results in both DIVIMP and EMC3 based trace

impurity transport calculations, in particular for the

mapped SOLPS/OSM background plasma solution, judg-

ing whether these differences are significant or not re-

quires an appropriate measure: The goal of the code/code

comparison is to assure that the new kinetic impurity

transport module in EMC3 can be used to derive reli-

able Riz,i,j matrices for WallDYN that are comparable

to what DIVIMP would yield. Therefore WallDYN cal-

culations are performed, differing only in the Riz,i,j ma-

trices taken either from DIVIMP or from EMC3 with the

mapped SOLPS/OSM background plasma solution.

WallDYN is a global wall composition dynamics code,

that works essentially as post processor for Riz,i,j matri-

ces taken from any given trace impurity transport code

and wall plasma conditions which are taken from the back-

ground plasma solution Riz,i,j was calculated from. It cou-

ples erosion, migration, re-deposition and re-erosion pro-

cesses to model the time evolution of the first wall com-

position thereby maintaining a global material balance. A

detailed description of its concept and applications can

be found in [2, 3, 10]. The WallDYN calculation used the

same settings as in [10] and the wall evolution was followed

for 500 seconds until all erosion deposition rates on the wall

tiles were constant i.e. an equilibrium was reached.

In Fig. 11 the output of the WallDYN calculation is

compared. The graphs labeled DIVIMP and EMC3 only

differ by the redistribution matrix used, all the other in-

put values, in particular the wall plasma parameters, were

the same in both calculations. In Fig. 11 a.) the equi-

librium wall concentration is shown and both codes yield

the same areas where close Be layers form, with the ex-

ception of the top of the outer baffle (wall index ≈ 21):

There DIVIMP predicts a closed Be layer whereas EMC3

only yields partial surface coverage. The net Be deposition

rate, negative meaning net erosion and positive net depo-
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Figure 11: Equilibrium first wall composition a.) and net Be deposi-

tion rate b.) as calculated by WallDYN after 500 sec. of continuous

plasma operation.

sition of Be, is shown in Fig. 11 b.). The units Be/(m-

toroidal × sec) result from multiplying the computed Be

net deposition/erosion rates with units of Be/(m2 s) with

the poloidal length m of the wall elements. For both codes

the basic erosion/deposition patterns are similar but the

absolute magnitude differs significantly. With Riz,i,j taken

from DIVIMP net erosion occurs at multiple location on

the main chamber Be wall, whereas for EMC3 erosion pre-

dominantly occurs at the top of the machine and close to

the outer divertor entrance. Net deposition occurs below

the strike points for both codes and DIVIMP predicts addi-

tional deposition on top of the outer divertor baffle. Based

on the deposition rates where Be layers grow, WallDYN

also derives fuel retention rates via co-deposition, by mul-

tiplying the Be layer growth rate, with the expected D/Be

ratio in these layers taken from scaling laws [1]. The D/Be

ratio thereby is a function temperature, particle energy

and Be deposition rate. Comparing the total D retention

rates computed based on Riz,i,j from the two codes one

finds a factor 2 difference with DIVIMP suggesting more

D co-depostion.

In summary despite the underlaying differences in the two

codes they yield rather similar impurity migration pat-

terns. In particular the new kinetic impurity transport

module that was implemented in EMC3 [5] works cor-

rectly. Thus EMC3 can now be used for 3D impurity

migration studies.

5. Conclusions

A code/code benchmark comparing the new ”kinetic”

impurity transport module in EMC3 to the DIVIMP trace

impurity transport code was performed for a toroidally

symmetric background plasma. The 2D background

plasma for DIVIMP was taken from SOLPS and the 3D

plasma solution was calculated by EMC3 trying to match

the SOLPS result. The two background plasma solutions

only partially matched. In particular the flow pattern was

different in some locations and the divertor plasma was
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very different in the EMC3 solution due to lack of detach-

ment. Still the resulting migration patterns show the same

major features. Using a mapping of the 2D solution onto

the 3D grid, yielded a much better match in the migration

patterns. To judge the significance of the remaining differ-

ences, the re-distribution data Ri,j was used in WallDYN

calculations. The erosion and deposition patterns calcu-

lated based on Ri,j taken from DIVIMP or EMC3 respec-

tively were very similar allowing to conclude that the new

”kinetic” impurity transport module in EMC3 works cor-

rectly. Thus EM3 can now be used for interpreting 3D

impurity migration experiments also for heavy impurities

like W for which the new ”kinetic” transport model is well

suited. In the future one could also feedback the evolu-

tion of the impurity influx into the plasma, as calculated

by WallDYN, into the plasma solving iteration in EMC3.

Thus including the evolution of the first wall in the equi-

librium solution of the SOL plasma.
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